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Switzerland's policy on Europe

It's one of the most consequential political questions we will have to answer in the

coming years: how do we shape our relationship with Europe? What should our

relations with the European Union (EU) look like in the future? Not only businesses

but every one of us benefits from a close alignment with our neighbors. For Swiss

business the fullest possible access to the European single market is crucial.

Preserving and developing the bilateral treaties is a top priority for

economiesuisse.
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Switzerland-Great Britain: the Economic Relations

The most important data concerning the trading relations between Switzerland

and the UK.

20.01.2017 

The West Is Being Challenged by the Worldwide
Success of Its Own Economic System.

Our Position

Secure and Improve Bilaterals

economiesuisse favors a business-friendly and Europe-compatible

implementation of the mass immigration initiative. Immigration should be

subject to a safeguard clause.

The bilateral treaties with the EU are extremely important for the Swiss

economy and must be secured.

The bilateral relationship with the EU must be developed further. 

Going it alone is no solution for our country – not now, not in the future.

Open Access to World Markets

https://www.economiesuisse.ch/en/articles/schweiz-grossbritannien-die-wirtschaftlichen-beziehungen
https://www.economiesuisse.ch/en/articles/bruch-im-gefuge-der-weltwirtschaft


As an export nation Switzerland depends on excellent access to foreign markets.

The main tools to ensure this are free trade agreements and the bilateral

agreements.

Brexit: a joint position paper of economiesuisse and
TheCityUK

On March 29th, 2019 the United Kingdom will be leaving the EU. Until this date, the

long-standing close bilateral relationship between Switzerland and UK must be

based on a new contractual framework. Time is running and the prevailing

insecurity is harming business - especially in the Swiss and British financial

sector. Get some insights about the most pressing fields of action for the financial

sector by reading the position paper of economiesuisse and TheCityUK.

Read the position paper
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Bilateral Package: An opportunity for Switzerland
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Bilateral relations between Switzerland and the EU:
the foundations for negotiations are laid
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Biotechnology can make industrial processes more
sustainable - if you let it
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Free movement of persons creates prosperity
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Parameters for a negotiation mandate: The course is
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Swiss voters ensure Schengen/Dublin remains in
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INSAIT – A perfect example of borderless research
cooperation in Europe
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Swiss and British business strengthen bilateral
dialogue
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"Stick to Science": for collaboration in research free
from political barriers
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Further deepening of CH-UK bilateral relations
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Release of the Swiss cohesion contribution - a step in
the right direction
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Financial Dialogue Switzerland – United Kingdom:
things are moving forward!
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Path is cleared for successful Swiss exporters
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